A software consulting company, ADAPTAVEL, was tasked with developing an HTML5 app for iPads consisting of an offline calculator for a pharmaceutical company seeking to implement pharmacoeconomics. Their app was to compare the long-term costs of different pharmaceutical products and treatment strategies.

With Essential Studio for JavaScript and ASP.NET MVC, as well as Syncfusion’s excellent support team and documentation, ADAPTAVEL was able to streamline their development process, cutting down on their development time. They could focus on the logic behind their app, rendering comparative graphics, and data conversion, all while staying within budget. Able to concentrate on the big picture, ADAPTAVEL could deliver a solution to sales reps that much faster, making a confusing process a little easier. In the future, ADAPTAVEL will continue delivering fast solutions by working closely with Syncfusion as a member of its Alliance Partner program.

“Syncfusion saved us time with the provided controls, documentation, and customization capabilities, so we could focus on the logic behind the app.”

Aaron Barrantes
Solutions Architect, ADAPTAVEL